TLR-6®
TACTICAL LIGHT STREAMLIGHT TEST FIT FOR NON-RAIL 1911 FIREARMS

KIMBER®
Stainless Ultra Raptor II
Custom CDP
Pro CDP II
Ultra Crimson Carry
Custom TLE II
Pro Carry II
Pro Crimson Carry II

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY®
1911 Range Officer®
1911 Range Officer® Compact

RUGER®
6700
6702

Wilson Combat®
CQB Elite
Ultralight Carry
Professional
Commander
X-TAC Elite Compact
Sentinel

COLT®
1911-A1
1911 Commander
Competition 1911 Government
1991 A1 Government
Gold Cup® National Match
Delta Elite® 10mm
1911 Lightweight Commander

SIG SAUER®
1911 TacPac
1911 C3®
1911 Nitron®
1911 Ultra Compact

PARA® USA
ELITE 1911
Expert Commander
1911 LTC

REMINGTON®
1911R1S

SMITH AND WESSON®
SW1911 Pro Series
SW1911 CT
SW1911 SC
SW 1911

All Rights Reserved. Kimber®, Colt®, Ruger® Sig Sauer®, Para® USA, Remington®, Smith and Wesson®, Springfield Armory®, Ruger® and Wilson Combat® are registered trademarks owned by Kimber IP, LLC, New Colt Holding Corp., Sig Sauer, Inc., Para USA, LLC, RA Brands, LLC, Smith and Wesson, Corp, Springfield, Inc., Strum, Ruger & Co., Inc., and Wilson’s Gun Shop, Inc., Streamlight has not sought endorsements of the fore mentioned Corporations. EXPORT CONTROLS: The export of this product is subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of Commerce Export Administrative Regulations ("EAR"). The exported sale, transfer or shipment of this product is expressly prohibited by U.S. Law and is subject to export restrictions, including export licenses and accompanying documentation and authorization, the absence of which may result in fines and penalties. Furthermore, diversion, resale, re-export or transfer of this product is contrary to U.S. Law and is prohibited without the prior written consent of the U.S. Department of Commerce. Compliance with any and all export controls are the sole responsibility of the distributor.
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